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Despite the complexities of the process of selecting an AMS, you 
should feel empowered to make the best AMS purchasing decision 
for your association. Three Steps will be key to your success. 

to a Successful
AMS Selection Process

Choosing the Best Solution for Your Association

According to the 2014 AMS Market Study (Lehman 
Reports), “associations make an AMS decision every 4 to 
5 years.” Is it that time when you need to make an AMS 
decision? It could be that your current AMS isn’t working 
like you need it to, or you aren’t sure that it will help you 
fulfill your current and future business metrics. 
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Step #1 | Always be yourself.

Gather important information about internal processes before you meet with AMS 
vendors.

What are you doing today that could be managed more efficiently tomorrow 
with an improved technology solution? Addressing this question is a good place 
to start as you evaluate and document your internal processes.  It’s important 
to know what you need and to select a technology provider who can deliver it. 
You should be able to be yourself as an organization rather than being forced 
to conform to an AMS that isn’t flexible enough to meet your current and future 
needs.

Key Steps:

• Get input from current AMS users throughout your association.

• Document processes to ensure a common understanding of if 
they do or do not work.

• Think about the future and what you would like to be offering 
members and staff versus what you offer them today. 

Important Questions: 

• What are we trying to accomplish?

• What’s our value proposition?

• What kinds of relationships do we have with our members and 
other stakeholders?

• What does our current system do?

• What does it not to do well that is crucial to our organization?

• Who comprises our membership base?

• What kinds of business rules or SOP do we have in place?

• How do we market our products and services?

• Where do members register for meetings (in-person or online)?

• What kinds of data do we track/want to track?

 

FONTEVA FEATURE

In its search for a new system, 

the National Head Start 

Association wanted more than 

just a membership database; 

the association wanted true 

association management 

software. Learn more about 

NHSA’s search for a new AMS.
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Step #2 | Develop your wish list; your Top 15-20 requirements.

Be clear about what you want from your AMS.

There’s not a better time than this one to think carefully about what you want 
from your next AMS. What are your must-haves versus your would-like-to-
haves? As you review your requirements, it’s essential to evaluate them carefully 

so that you go into the selection process with a 
clear idea of what your organization needs. 

At the same time, you also want to remain 
flexible and open to suggestions from 
your provider.

Key Steps:

•  Identify each department’s Top 5 
priorities.

•  Compile their requests/requirements.

•  Evaluate them against your strategic 
objectives.

•  Review member feedback to gain insight into 
what you could do better or offer more of with 
a new AMS.

Important Questions: 

• Will we have a 360-degree data view for the entire organization?

• What are the reporting capabilities?

• Are there built-in dashboards for evaluating our goals?

• What e-commerce and digital engagement tools are included?

• How flexible is the solution?

• Will the data from event registrations be fully integrated with 
other member data?

• Will we be able to capture all member, event, eCommerce and 
donation revenue in a single environment? 

“Associations like other 
organizations are making 

greater use of cloud-based 
solutions.”

—2014 AMS Market Study

FONTEVA FEATURE

In selecting a new AMS, 

NICSA’s top priority was 

identifying a cloud-based 

solution that could accessed 

from anywhere at any time 

on any mobile device. Learn 

more about NICSA’s selection 

process.
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Step #3 | Get out your measuring stick.

Determine the specific criteria that you will use to evaluate technology providers.

How will you distinguish one from another? What can you do to make sure you’re 
not comparing apples to oranges? You need to ask lots of questions, particularly 
about costs so that you know what the final price tag really is on your new AMS.

Key Steps:

• Determine the metrics to evaluate each solution

• Check vendor reviews. Talk to other people who have worked 
with them (customers/references).

• Evaluate the total cost of ownership.

Important Questions: 

• Is this solution cloud-based or stand alone?

• What are its CRM capabilities?

• What level of service and support will be provided to help ensure 
our success? Is training included? (Will there be extra costs?)

• Is there a commitment to ongoing innovation? (How frequently 
are upgrades and what are the costs?)

• Can adjustments be made in-house?

Make it count. After a while, all demos start 
to look the same, but by implementing 

score sheets, everyone will have a tool 
for recording their observations and 
other feedback. Suggest percentage or 
scale scoring to measure all aspects 
and consider other criteria like software 
design and user friendliness or industry 
experience of the vendor. Having a 

composite score will assist in your RFP 
evaluations.

26% indicated CRM 
capabilities would be 

one of the most important 
factors in their purchasing 
decision.

—2014 AMS Market 
Study

FONTEVA FEATURE

The British Columbia 

Association of Clinical 

Counselors searched for a new 

association management software 

for three years. The package 

the association had been using 

was increasingly disappointing, 

but it was difficult to find a new 

solution that offered all the needed 

functionality. Find out how BCACC 

ended its search successfully.
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Make the Best Choice for Your Association

After completing these steps, you should be in a position to select the best AMS 
option for your association.  Ultimately, you need a provider that’s there for you 
before, during, and after implementation of your AMS. Your next AMS should be 
the last one you’ll ever need to buy.

The steps outlined for you here often mirror the key components of an RFP that 
you would develop to solicit vendors. In terms of vendor selection, here are 
some additional suggestions:

• Review ASAE’s list of AMS vendors.

• Only reach out to vendors once you have your requirements set 
up.

• Search based on your technology needs.

• Get referrals from like organizations.

• Conduct high-level interviews vetting costs and built in 
technology.

• Include no more than four vendors in your final decision 
making process.

Of course, Fonteva would love the opportunity to talk with you further about 
our solution MemberNation. However, our main goal is to help associations 
make the best possible choice for them whether that means working with us 
or someone else. If we can be of further assistance, please get in touch.

Next page—Ask 12 Questions AMS Worksheet

“Associations 
remain only 

moderately satisfied with 
their current AMS solution, with 

an average satisfaction rating 
across 29 areas [including reporting, 
customer self-service, mobile delivery, 
and engagement scoring] of only 5.6 

on a 10-point scale.”

—2014 AMS Market Study
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About Fonteva

Fonteva is an Arlington, VA based company building innovative constituent 
relationship management applications on the Salesforce platform.  
Fonteva’s award winning applications improve how organizations attract, 
engage and transact with members, donors and customers.
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Ask 12 Questions AMS Worksheet

Specific needs will vary by association. However, based on Fonteva’s work with customers, we have 
observed overarching trends and learned that the following functions are important to them when 
evaluating whether to upgrade or replace their AMS.

Membership 

  Will we be able to create actionable and meaningful 
reports? 

  How easy will it be to mine membership data to better 
understand and address specific trends in renewal rates?

  Which interactions with members can we document and 
track?

Meetings 

  Will we be able to create and manage online and offline 
events, registration types, sessions, sponsorship and 
exhibitors and view attendees all in one place?

  Can we make registration available to members only 
or displayed on any web environment for public event 
registration?

  Will it be easy for members to view their attendance 
records?

Finance 

  Can we easily associate all transactions with appropriate 
GL account codes and automatically create journal entries 
for all transactions? 

  Is it possible to quickly and easily export all revenue data 
to any accounting solution?

  Will we be able to streamline our billing process for 
membership renewals?

Communications

  Will we be able to host a more robust online community?

  How easy will it be to automate and standardize email 
communications?

  What’s in place to help streamline our management of 
committees?

 

Connect with Us

https://twitter.com/FontevaInc
http://www.linkedin.com/company/fonteva-inc.
https://www.facebook.com/Fonteva
https://plus.google.com/106978551002442774762/about
mailto:info@fonteva.com
http://www.fonteva.com
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